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Abstract: In many settings, it is desirable to learn decision-making and control policies through learning or bootstrapping from expert demonstrations. The most common approaches under this Imitation Learning (IL) framework are Behavioural Cloning (BC), and Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL). Recent methods for IRL have demonstrated the capacity to learn effective policies with access to a very limited set of demonstrations, a scenario in which BC methods often fail. Unfortunately, due to multiple factors of variation, directly comparing these methods does not provide adequate intuition for understanding this difference in performance. In this work, we present a unified probabilistic perspective on IL algorithms based on divergence minimization. We present $f$-MAX, an $f$-divergence generalization of AIRL [1], a state-of-the-art IRL method. $f$-MAX enables us to relate prior IRL methods such as GAIL [2] and AIRL [1], and understand their algorithmic properties. Through the lens of divergence minimization we tease apart the differences between BC and successful IRL approaches, and empirically evaluate these nuances on simulated high-dimensional continuous control domains. Our findings conclusively identify that IRL’s state-marginal matching objective contributes most to its superior performance. Lastly, we apply our new understanding of IL method to the problem of state-marginal matching, where we demonstrate that in simulated arm pushing environments we can teach agents a diverse range of behaviours using simply hand-specified state distributions and no reward functions or expert demonstrations. For datasets and reproducing results please refer to https://github.com/KamyarGh/rl_swiss/blob/master/reproducing/fmax_paper.md.
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1 Introduction

Modern advances in reinforcement learning (RL) aim to alleviate the need for hand-engineered decision-making and control algorithms by designing general purpose methods that learn to optimize provided reward functions. In many cases however, it is either too challenging to optimize a given reward (e.g. due to sparsity of signal), or it is simply impossible to design a reward function that captures the intricate details of desired outcomes [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. One approach to overcoming such hurdles is Imitation Learning (IL) or Learning from Demonstrations (LfD) [3, 4, 9] where algorithms are provided with expert demonstrations of how to accomplish desired tasks.

The most common approaches in IL framework are Behavioural Cloning (BC) and Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [10, 11]. In standard BC, learning from demonstrations is treated as a supervised learning problem and policies are trained to regress expert actions from a dataset of expert demonstrations. On the other hand, in IRL the aim is to infer the reward function of the expert, and subsequently train a policy to optimize this reward. The motivation for IRL stems from the intuition that the reward function is the most concise and portable representation of a task [11, 9].
Recent “adversarial” IRL methods \cite{2, 12, 1} have shown tremendous success in benchmarks for continuous control \cite{13}; these methods outperform Behaviour Cloning by a wide margin, particularly in the low data regime where a very limited number of expert trajectories are available. However, it is not immediately clear why adversarial IRL methods outperform BC, since at optimality both methods exactly recover the expert policy. This question motivates the work presented here.

The contribution of this work are as follows. Drawing upon the literature on \(f\)-divergences \cite{14, 15}, we begin by presenting \(f\)-MAX, an algorithm for Max-Ent IRL. We demonstrate how \(f\)-MAX generalizes AIRL \cite{1}, and provides new intuition for what similar algorithms accomplish. From our findings we generate hypotheses for why Max-Ent IRL methods outperform BC, and empirically evaluate them in continuous control benchmarks. Through this process we gain a unified understanding of Imitation Learning methods from a divergence minimization perspective. To demonstrate the versatility of this perspective, we present a new approach to the recently proposed problem of state-marginal matching \cite{16} and show that we can train policies for a diverse range of behaviours using no reward functions or expert demonstrations.

2 Related Work

The connections between RL and divergence minimization have long been studied in the rich prior literature of control as probabilistic inference \cite{17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23}. Specifically, they have shown that optimal control under entropy regularization can be viewed as approximate inference on a graphical model, or equivalently minimizing reverse KL divergence between reward-weighted trajectory and policy trajectory distributions \cite{20, 24}. Building on such intuitions, a number of work extended RL algorithms based on picking another divergence metric, such as forward KL \cite{25, 26}, and demonstrated substantially improved empirical performances in certain situations. Our work draws significant inspirations from these prior works in RL and aims to provide a probabilistic perspective in Imitation Learning (IL).

In the field of robotics, imitation learning (IL), or bootstrapping from IL, has often been the method of choice over RL due to difficulty in exploration and scarcity of data \cite{3, 4, 5, 6}. While Behavioural Cloning (BC) is the most widely used IL algorithm due to the simplicity of its objective, it suffers from the problem of covariate shift between train and test time. Methods such as DAgger \cite{27} and Dart \cite{28} aim to relieve this mismatch, yet assume interactive access to expert policies.

Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) algorithms have shown promising results in challenging continuous control problems \cite{29, 30, 2, 1, 7}, outperforming BC. Similarly to RL, the connections between IRL and divergence minimization have long been alluded. Early works in IRL operated by matching feature expectations or moments \cite{9} between policies and experts, a popular approach in distribution matching \cite{31, 32}. Furthermore, Maximum Entropy (Max-Ent) IRL \cite{21, 22} — an IRL framework that addresses degeneracies of the original IRL formulation \cite{10, 11} — is explicitly formulated as an energy-based modeling problem. Recent scalable approaches to Max-Ent IRL \cite{2, 1, 12}, motivated by adversarial approaches to generative modeling \cite{33}, demonstrate additional connections to distribution matching. Our work generalizes the objective proposed in \cite{1, 12} based on recent insights from generative modeling \cite{15}, and further provides a unified perspective for viewing common IL algorithms. Concurrent to our work, Ke et al. \cite{34} also present a unifying probabilistic perspective on IL; however, their empirical experiments solely focus on grid world domains, while our work provides comparative results on high-dimensional continuous control environments and also evaluates the effectiveness of IL algorithms for state marginal matching \cite{16}.

3 Background

Consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP) represented as a tuple \((\mathcal{S}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{P}, r, \rho_0, \gamma)\) with state-space \(\mathcal{S}\), action-space \(\mathcal{A}\), dynamics \(\mathcal{P} : \mathcal{S} \times \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{S} \to [0, 1]\), reward function \(r(s, a)\), initial state distribution \(\rho_0\), and discount factor \(\gamma \in (0, 1)\). Throughout this work we will denote the marginal state-action and marginal state distribution of a policy by \(\rho^\pi(s, a)\) and \(\rho^\pi(s)\) respectively.\(^1\)

\(^1\)Intuitively, the marginal distributions of a policy are obtained by generating infinitely many trajectories (i.e. finite or infinite horizon episodes) with a the given policy and computing the frequency of \((s, a)\) or \((s)\).
Adversarial Methods for IRL Instead of recovering the reward function and policy, recent successful methods in Maximum-Entropy IRL (Max-Ent IRL) aim to directly recover the policy resulting from the full process.

GAIL: Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning Before describing the work of [2], we establish the definition of causal entropy $\mathcal{H}^\text{causal}(\pi) := E_{\pi \sim \pi} [\log \pi(a|s)]$ [22, 35]. Intuitively, causal entropy can be thought of as the “amount of options” the policy has in each state, in expectation.

Let $C$ denote a class of cost functions (negative reward functions). Furthermore, let $\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a), \rho^\tau(s,a)$ denote the state-action marginal distributions of the expert and student policy respectively. Ho and Ermon [2] begin with a regularized Max-Ent IRL objective,

$$\text{IRL}_\psi(\pi^{\text{sp}}) := \arg\max_{\psi \in C} -\psi(c) + \left(\min_{\pi} -\mathcal{H}^\text{causal}(\pi) + E_{\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a)} [c(s,a)]\right) - E_{\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a)} [c(s,a)]$$

(1)

where $\psi : C \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a convex regularization function on the space of cost functions, and $\text{IRL}_\psi(\pi^{\text{sp}})$ returns the optimal cost function given the expert and choice of regularization. Let $\text{RL}(c) := \arg\min_{\pi} -\mathcal{H}^\text{causal}(\pi) + E_{\pi} [c(s,a)]$, be a function that returns the optimal Max-Ent policy given cost $c(s,a)$. Ho and Ermon [2] show that

$$\text{RL} \circ \text{IRL}_\psi(\pi^{\text{sp}}) = \arg\min_{\pi} -\mathcal{H}^\text{causal}(\pi) + \psi^* (\rho^\tau(s,a) - \rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a))$$

(2)

where $\psi^*$ denotes the convex conjugate of $\psi$. This tells us that if we were to find the cost function $c(s,a)$ using the regularized Max-Ent IRL objective 1, and subsequently find the optimal Max-Ent policy for this cost, we would arrive at the same policy had we directly optimized objective 2.

Directly optimizing Equation 2 is challenging for many choices of $\psi$. A special case leads to the successful method dubbed Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL). As before, let $\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a), \rho^\tau(s,a)$ denote the state-action marginal distributions of the expert and student policy respectively. Let $D(s,a) : S \times A \rightarrow [0,1]$ be a binary classifier - often referred to as the discriminator - for identifying positive samples (sampled from $\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a)$) from negative samples (sampled from $\rho^\tau(s,a)$). Using RL, the student policy is trained to maximize $E_{t \sim \tau} \left[ \sum_t \log D(s_t, a_t) \right] - \lambda \mathcal{H}^\text{causal}(\pi)$, where $\lambda$ is a hyperparameter. The training procedure alternates between optimizing the discriminator and updating the policy; this procedure minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence between $\rho^{\text{sp}}(s,a)$ and $\rho^\tau(s,a)$ [2].

AIRL: Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning Subsequent to the advent of GAIL [2], Finn et al. [12] present a theoretical discussion relating Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [33], IRL, and energy-based models. They demonstrate how an adversarial training approach could recover the Max-Ent reward function and simultaneously train the Max-Ent policy corresponding to that reward. Building on this discussion, Fu et al. [1] present a practical implementation of this method, named Adversarial IRL (AIRL). The main difference between AIRL [1] and GAIL [2] arises from the objective used to train the policy: in AIRL, the policy optimizes $E_{t \sim \tau} \left[ \sum_t \log D(s_t, a_t) - \log (1 - D(s_t, a_t)) \right]$. Fu et al. [1] also present additional contributions regarding the recovery of the expert reward function which is not directly relevant to this work.

Performance With Respect to BC Methods such as GAIL and AIRL have demonstrated significant performance gains compared to Behavioural Cloning. In particular, in standard Mujoco benchmarks [36, 13], adversarial methods for Max-Ent IRL achieve strong performance using a very limited amount of expert demonstrations, an important failure scenario for standard BC.

f-GAN Let $P, Q$ be two distributions with density functions $p, q$. Motivated by variational lower bounds of $f$-divergences [37], as well as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [33], Nowozin et al. [15] present an iterative optimization scheme for matching an implicit distribution$^2$ $Q$ to a fixed distribution $P$ using any $f$-divergence. For a given $f$-divergence, the corresponding minimax optimization is,

$$\min_Q \max_P E_{x \sim P} [T_\omega(x)] - E_{x \sim Q} [f^* (T_\omega(x))]$$

(3)

where $T_\omega : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, and $f^*$ is the convex conjugate of $f$. Further discussion in Appendix B.

---

$^2$We use the term “implicit distributions” to refer to distributions we can efficiently sample from (e.g. GAN [38] generators) but do not necessarily have the densities of
4  \textbf{f-MAX:} \textbf{f-Divergence Max-Ent IRL}

We begin by presenting \textit{f-MAX}, a generalization of AIRL [1] which provides a more intuitive interpretation of some similar algorithms accomplish. Imagine for some \textit{f}-divergence we aim minimize \(D_f (\rho^\text{exp}(s, a) || \rho^\pi(s, a))\). Using the \textit{f}-GAN [15] formulation this objective can be written as,

\[
\min \max \mathbb{E}_{(s,a) \sim \rho^\text{exp}(s,a)} \left[ T_\omega(s, a) \right] - \mathbb{E}_{(s,a) \sim \rho^\pi(s,a)} \left[ f^* (T_\omega(s, a)) \right]
\]

To optimize this objective with propose the following iterative optimization procedure,

\[
\max \pi \mathbb{E}_{T\sim\pi} \left[ \sum_t f^* (T_\omega(s_t, a_t)) \right]
\]

Equation 5 is the same as the inner maximization in Equation 4; this objective optimizes that Equation 5 best approximates \(D_f\) divergence is commonly referred to as the “reverse” KL divergence. In this setting we have, \(E\) minimizing Equation 5 with respect to \(\pi\) symmetricditionally, they present practical approaches for minimizing any \textit{f}-divergence between \(\rho^\text{exp}(s, a)\) and \(\rho^\pi(s, a)\). Choosing the symmetric \textit{f}-divergence to be the Jensen-Shannon divergence leads to the successful special case, GAIL (sec. 3).

We can show that \textit{f-MAX} is a subset of the cost-regularized Max-Ent IRL framework of Ho and Ermon [2]. For a given \textit{f}-divergence, choosing \(\psi(c) := E_{\rho^\text{exp}(s,a)} [f^*(c(s,a)) - c(s,a)]\) we obtain\footnote{We call an \textit{f}-divergence symmetric if for any P,Q we have \(D_f (P || Q) = D_f (Q || P)\)},

\[
\psi^*_f (\rho^\pi(s, a) - \rho^\text{exp}(s, a)) = D_f (\rho^\pi(s, a) || \rho^\text{exp}(s, a)) \quad (7)
\]

\[
\text{RL} \circ \text{IRL}_{\psi} (\pi^\text{exp}) = \arg \min \pi - H^\text{causal}(\pi) + D_f (\rho^\pi(s, a) || \rho^\text{exp}(s, a)) \quad (8)
\]

Typically, the causal entropy term is considered a policy regularizer, and is weighted by 0 ≤ \(\lambda\) ≤ 1. Therefore, modulo the term \(H^\text{causal}(\pi)\), our derivations show that \textit{f-MAX}, and by inheritance AIRL [1], all fall under the cost-regularized Max-Ent IRL framework of Ho and Ermon [2]!

5  \textbf{Understanding the Relation Among Imitation Learning Methods}

Given results derived in the prior section we can now begin to populate Table 1, writing various IL algorithms in a common form, as the minimization of some statistical divergence between \(\rho^\text{exp}(s, a)\) and \(\rho^\pi(s, a)\). In BC we minimize \(E_{\rho^\text{exp}(s,a)} [KL (\pi^\text{exp}(a|s)||\pi(a|s))]\). On the other hand, the corollary in section 4.1 demonstrates that AIRL [1] minimizes \(KL (\rho^\pi(s, a) || \rho^\text{exp}(s, a))\), while GAIL [2]
optimized objective (minimization)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Optimized Objective (Minimization)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Behavioural Cloning</td>
<td>$E_{\rho^{(s)}} [KL (\pi^{exp}(a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAgger [27]</td>
<td>$E_{\rho^{1:n}(s)} [KL (\pi^{exp}(a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRL [1]</td>
<td>$KL(\rho^\tau(s,a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAIL [2]</td>
<td>$D_{JS}(\rho^\tau(s,a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRL (this work, section 6)</td>
<td>$KL(\rho^{exp}(s,a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetric $f$-div [2]</td>
<td>$D_f(\rho^\tau(s,a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$-MAX (this work, section 4)</td>
<td>$H(\cdot)$ denotes entropy, $\mathcal{H}^{causal}(\pi)$ denotes the causal entropy of the policy [22, 2], and $\lambda$ is a hyperparameter. $JS$ denotes the Jensen-Shannon divergence and $D_f$ indicates any $f$-divergence. For DAgger, we are showing the objective for the simplest form of the algorithm, where $\pi^{(1)}$ is the policy obtained at iteration $i$, $\pi^{(1)}$ is the expert, and $\rho^{agg}<em>{i:n}(s) = \frac{1}{n} \sum</em>{i=1}^{n} \rho^{(i)}(s)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1</td>
<td>In common MDPs of interest, the reward function depends more on the state than the action. Hence encouraging policies to explicitly match expert state marginals is an important learning criterion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 2</td>
<td>It is known that optimization using the forward KL divergence results in distributions with a mode-covering behaviour, whereas using the reverse KL results in mode-seeking behaviour [39]. In RL we care about the “quality of trajectories”, as measured by the likelihood under the expert distribution. Therefore, being mode-seeking is more beneficial than mode-covering, particularly in the low-data regime.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In what follows, we seek to experimentally validate our hypotheses. To tease apart the differences between Max-Ent IRL methods and BC, we present an algorithm that optimizes the forward KL $KL(\rho^{exp}(s,a)||\rho^\tau(s,a))$. We then compare its performance to Behaviour Cloning and the standard AIRL algorithm using varying amounts of expert demonstrations.

6 FAIRL: An Alternative Method for Forward KL

While $f$-MAX is a general algorithm, useful for most choices of $f$, it unfortunately cannot be used for the special case of forward KL, i.e. $KL(\rho^{exp}(s,a)||\rho^\tau(s,a))$. We identify the problem in Appendix E and present a separate method that optimizes this divergence.

Similar to AIRL [1], let us have a discriminator, $D(s,a)$ whose objective is to discriminate between expert and policy state-action pairs. We now define the reward in Equation 6 for the policy to be,

$$ h(s, a) := \log D(s,a) - \log (1 - D(s,a)), \quad r(s, a) := \exp(h(s,a)) \cdot (-h(s,a)) $$

(9)

In appendix F we show that up to a multiplicative constant, $E_{\tau \sim \pi} [\sum_t r(s_t, a_t)] \propto -KL(\rho^{exp}(s,a)||\rho^\tau(s,a))$. This is a refreshing result since it demonstrates that we can convert the AIRL algorithm [1] into its forward KL counterpart by simply modifying the reward function used. We refer to this forward KL version of AIRL as FAIRL.
7 Intuition About Different Divergence Rewards

Let us parameterize the discriminator as \( D(s, a) := \sigma(\ell(s, a)) \), where \( \sigma \) represents the sigmoid activation function and \( \ell(s, a) \) is the logit. Rearranging equations we can write \( \ell(s, a) = \log D(s, a) - \log (1 - D(s, a)) \). Hence, given a policy \( \pi \), for an optimal discriminator we have that the logits are equal to the log density ratio: \( \ell^{\text{opt}}(s, a) = \log \frac{\rho_{\pi}(s, a)}{\rho(s, a)} \). It is instructive to plot the reward functions of AIRL [1], GAIL [2], and FAIRL as a function the log density ratio; Figure 1 presents these plots.

As can be seen, in AIRL (reverse KL), the policy is encouraged to place more probability mass on regions where the expert puts more mass than the policy, and less where the expert puts less. On the other hand, the GAIL (Jensen-Shannon) reward only discourages the policy from placing more mass than the expert has.

Lastly, but very interestingly, the reward structure in FAIRL (forward KL) drastically differs from the previous two scenarios and has three distinct characteristics: (1) It encourages the policy to visit regions of the \( S \times A \) space where the expert has put slightly less mass than the policy; (2) It does not care if the policy places a lot more mass than the expert in some regions; (3) It severely punishes regions where the expert has put more mass than the policy. We interpret the net effect to be that the student policy covers the expert distribution from “outwards to inwards”, meaning that it begins by placing mass in low probability regions of the space and gradually moves towards the modes of the expert’s state-action distribution.

8 Experiments

8.1 Evaluating Hypotheses

In this section we seek to empirically evaluate Hypotheses 1 and 2. For each of the HalfCheetah, Ant, Walker, and Hopper simulated environments [13] we train expert policies using Soft-Actor-Critic (SAC) [23]. Using the trained expert policies, we generated 3 sets of expert demonstrations that contained \( \{4, 16, 32\} \) trajectories. Starting from a random offset, each trajectory is subsampled by a factor of 20.\(^6\) To compare the various learning-from-demonstration algorithms we train each method at each amount of expert demonstrations using 3 random seeds. For each seed, we checkpoint the model at its best validation loss, averaged on 10 test episodes, throughout training. At the end of training, the resulting checkpoints are evaluated on 50 test episodes. We defer additional implementation and experimental details to Appendix G.

Table 2 demonstrates that both AIRL and FAIRL outperform BC by a large margin, especially in the low data regime. The fact that FAIRL outperforms BC conclusively supports that the major performance gain of IRL methods is not due to the direction of KL divergence used, but is the result of their objectives explicitly encouraging the policy to match the marginal state distribution of the expert in addition to the matching of conditional action distribution. The fact that FAIRL obtain

\(^6\)This is standard protocol employed in prior adversarial methods for Max-Ent IRL [2, 1]
similar results to DAgger [27] further supports this claim since the DAgger algorithm was designed to mitigate the state distribution mismatch problem of BC. In conclusion, our results support Hypothesis 1 while not supporting — nor declining — Hypothesis 2. Concurrent to our work, [34] present evidence that imitation learning with mode-seeking divergences may be preferable. Further investigations into 2 would require evaluations in domains with multi-modal expert behaviours.

8.2 \( f \)-MAX for State Marginal Matching

The core intuition we have built in our work is that adversarial IRL approaches additionally match state marginal distributions, rather than only action distributions as in BC. We can thus trivially present evidence that imitation learning with mode-seeking divergences may be preferable. Further investigations into 2 would require evaluations in domains with multi-modal expert behaviours.

### Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Halfcheetah</th>
<th>Ant</th>
<th>Walker</th>
<th>Hopper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Det</td>
<td>Stoch</td>
<td>Det</td>
<td>Stoch</td>
<td>Det</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>82 ± 12</td>
<td>126 ± 218</td>
<td>82 ± 124</td>
<td>19 ± 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRL</td>
<td>8043 ± 237</td>
<td>7377 ± 482</td>
<td>6024 ± 155</td>
<td>4598 ± 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRL</td>
<td>7924 ± 318</td>
<td>7453 ± 640</td>
<td>6607 ± 139</td>
<td>5325 ± 287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>864 ± 70</td>
<td>286 ± 106</td>
<td>238 ± 282</td>
<td>23 ± 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRL</td>
<td>8113 ± 143</td>
<td>6914 ± 313</td>
<td>5811 ± 208</td>
<td>9027 ± 287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRL</td>
<td>8275 ± 24</td>
<td>7900 ± 25</td>
<td>6267 ± 312</td>
<td>5473 ± 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>872 ± 640</td>
<td>302 ± 288</td>
<td>147 ± 59</td>
<td>94 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRL</td>
<td>8347 ± 97</td>
<td>7001 ± 324</td>
<td>7984 ± 58</td>
<td>4409 ± 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRL</td>
<td>8703 ± 15</td>
<td>7222 ± 406</td>
<td>6365 ± 128</td>
<td>5444 ± 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAgger</td>
<td>8418 ± 14</td>
<td>6646 ± 1209</td>
<td>6978 ± 11</td>
<td>6011 ± 201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concurrent to our work, [34] further supports this claim since the DAgger algorithm was designed to mitigate the state distribution mismatch problem of BC. In conclusion, our results support Hypothesis 1 while not supporting — nor declining — Hypothesis 2. Concurrent to our work, [34] present evidence that imitation learning with mode-seeking divergences may be preferable. Further investigations into 2 would require evaluations in domains with multi-modal expert behaviours.

8.2 \( f \)-MAX for State Marginal Matching

The core intuition we have built in our work is that adversarial IRL approaches additionally match state marginal distributions, rather than only action distributions as in BC. We can thus trivially apply \( f \)-MAX formulation to state-only marginal matching, i.e. minimizing \( D_f(\rho^\text{target}(s)||\rho^\pi(s)) \), by following an iterative optimization procedure similar to \( f \)-MAX in Equations 5 and 6.

\[
\max_{T_{\omega}} \mathbb{E}_{\omega \sim \rho^{\text{target}}(s)} [T_{\omega}(s)] - \mathbb{E}_{\omega \sim \rho^\pi(s)} [f^*(T_{\omega}(s))], \quad \max_{\pi} \mathbb{E}_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_i f^*(T_{\omega} (s_i)) \right]
\]

whose justification follows identically to that of \( f \)-MAX with the omission of actions. This problem was also concurrently explored in Lee et al. [16] as an approach for learning effective exploration strategies. In this work we are instead motivated from the direction of Imitation Learning, as an alternative approach for guiding policies that removes the need for expert demonstrations. Crucially, unlike in traditional IL, the target distribution need not even be a realizable state-marginal distribution; rather than gathering expensive expert demonstrations, we could rely on heuristically-designed interpretable distributions which policies will try to best match. The main difference between our setup and that of Lee et al. [16] is that in this work we assume access to samples from the target state-marginal distribution, whereas Lee et al. [16] operate under the setting where they have access to the target’s density function. Similar to the IRL setting, it is not necessary to use the full state either; due to prior knowledge, or simply convenience, we may wish to match distributions over features of the state. For example, in a locomotion task we can train a policy such that its distribution of \( x \)-y coordinates has a particular desired form.

### Results

Using various environments we design interesting target distributions and train policies using a reverse KL variant of our proposed method. In the interest of space we defer experimental details to Appendix H and use this section to focus on main results. Videos of trained policies can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/corl2019forcementvideos/home.

### Point-Mass and Pusher Draw

Beginning with a simple point-mass domain we observe that we can train a policy to match multi-modal, complex distributions as depicted in Figure 2b. Figure 2d

---

1. In our experience, in the presented benchmark settings, with sufficient hyperparameter tuning AIRL and FAIRL can outperform one-another. Additional hyperparameter tuning details discussed in Appendix I.

2. It is important to note that state-marginal matching is not an imitation learning algorithm as is it fairly simple to design scenarios where two policies have identical state marginals yet are not the same policy.
demonstrates we can also train a Pusher agent [13] — a joint-velocity controlled 7-DoF simulated arm — to draw a sinusoidal function on the surface of an imaginary cylinder in 3D space.

**Pusher Push** Beyond path-tracing, we attempt to train the Pusher agent to solve the pushing task it was originally designed for [13]. The target and trained policy state distributions are presented in Figure 2c. While this result is far from what can be achieved using RL algorithms and the provided reward function for this task, we believe this an intriguing result as our policies were merely guided by lines and points drawn in 3D space using a short python script.

**Fetch Push** Lastly, in the spirit of the original motivation of [16] we examine whether our method can lead to successful exploration strategies. To this end we use the position-controlled Fetch robot in the pick and place environment [13]. We fix the grippers height slightly above the table and train policies to uniformly explore the region depicted in Figure 2a. We observe that our training procedure gives rise to a diverse range of policies which learn to push the block around the target region, yet exhibit sufficient control to prevent the block from moving outside the boundary.

**9 Conclusion**

The central motivation for this work stemmed from the superior performance of recent adversarial IRL methods [2, 1] compared to BC in the low-data regime, and the desire to understand the relation among various approaches for Imitation Learning. We presented \( f \)-MAX, a generalization of AIRL [1] based on \( f \)-divergence [14]. This enabled us to form a unified view of Imitation Learning and interpret various IL methods as different forms of divergence minimization. From these findings, we generated hypotheses for why IRL methods outperformed BC, and empirically evaluated them in high-dimensional continuous control benchmarks. To tease apart the differences between prior IRL methods and BC, we addressed the degeneracy of \( f \)-MAX in a special case, and provided a one-line modification of AIRL, named FAIRL, which optimizes the forward KL divergence. Our experiments conclusively disambiguated that the factor contributing most to IRL’s gain over BC is the additional state marginal matching objective. Lastly, we demonstrated the efficacy of applying \( f \)-MAX to the problem of state-marginal matching, suggesting future directions where we could replace the need for expert demonstrations in IRL with simple hand-designed state distributions.
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A Some Useful Identities

Let $h : S \times A \to \mathbb{R}$ be an arbitrary function. If all episodes have the same length $T$, we have,

$$\mathbb{E}_{T \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t h(s_t, a_t) \right] = \sum_t \mathbb{E}_{(s_t, a_t) \sim \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)} [h(s_t, a_t)]$$

(11)

$$= \sum_t \int_{S, A} \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t) h(s_t, a_t)$$

(12)

$$= \int_{S, A} \left[ \sum_t \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t) \right] h(s, a)$$

(13)

$$= T \cdot \int_{S, A} \rho^\pi(s, a) h(s, a)$$

(14)

$$= T \cdot \mathbb{E}_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} [h(s, a)]$$

(15)

In a somewhat similar fashion, in the infinite horizon case with fixed probability $\gamma \in (0, 1)$ of transitioning to a terminal state, for the discounted sum below we have,

$$\mathbb{E}_{T \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \gamma^t h(s_t, a_t) \right] = \sum_t \mathbb{E}_{(s_t, a_t) \sim \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)} [\gamma^t h(s_t, a_t)]$$

(16)

$$= \sum_t \int_{S, A} \gamma^t \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t) h(s_t, a_t)$$

(17)

$$= \int_{S, A} \left[ \sum_t \gamma^t \rho^\pi(s_t, a_t) \right] h(s, a)$$

(18)

$$= \Gamma \cdot \int_{S, A} \rho^\pi(s, a) h(s, a)$$

(19)

$$= \Gamma \cdot \mathbb{E}_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} [h(s, a)]$$

(20)

where $\Gamma := \frac{1}{1-\gamma}$ is the normalizer of the sum $\sum_t \gamma^t$. Since the integral of an infinite series is not always equal to the infinite series of integrals, some analytic considerations must be made to go from equation 17 to 18. But, one simple case in which it holds is when the ranges of $h$ and all $\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)$ are bounded.

B More on $f$-divergences and $f$-GAN

Let $P, Q$ be two distributions with density functions $p, q$. For any convex, lower-semicontinuous function $f : \mathbb{R}^+ \to \mathbb{R}$ a statistical divergence can be defined as: $D_f(P || Q) = \int x q(x) f \left( \frac{p(x)}{q(x)} \right)$. Divergences derived in this manner are called $f$-divergences and amongst many interesting divergences include the forward and reverse KL. Nguyen et al. [37] present a variational estimation method for $f$-divergences between arbitrary distributions $P, Q$. Using the notation of Nowozin et al. [15] we can write, $\tilde{D}_f(P || Q) \geq \sup_{T \in \mathcal{T}} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim P} [T_\omega(x)] - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim Q} [f^*(T_\omega(x))]$, where $\mathcal{T}$ is an arbitrary class of functions $T_\omega : X \to \mathbb{R}$, and $f^*$ is the convex conjugate of $f$. Under mild conditions equality holds between the two sides [37]. Motivated by this variational approximation as well as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [33], Nowozin et al. [15] present an iterative optimization scheme for matching an implicit distribution$^9$ $Q$ to a fixed distribution $P$ using any $f$-divergence. For a given $f$-divergence, the corresponding minimax optimization is,

$$\min_Q \max_{T_\omega} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim P} [T_\omega(x)] - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim Q} [f^*(T_\omega(x))]$$

(21)

$^9$We use the term “implicit distributions” to refer to distributions we can efficiently sample from (e.g. GAN [38] generators) but do not necessarily have the densities of
C Corollary: A Simple Derivation and Intuition for AIRL

Choosing \( f(u) := -\log u \) leads to \( D_f(\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)||\rho^\pi(s,a)) = \text{KL}(\rho^\pi(s,a)||\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)) \). This divergence is commonly referred to as the “reverse” KL divergence. In this setting we have, \( f^*(t) = -1 - \log(-t) \), and \( T^\pi_\omega(s,a) = -\frac{\rho^\pi(s,a)}{\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)} \) \([15]\). Hence, given \( T^\pi_\omega \), the policy objective in equation 6 takes the form,

\[
\max_\pi E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t f^*(T^\pi_\omega(s_t,a_t)) \right] = \max_\pi E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \log \rho^{\text{exp}}(s_t,a_t) - \log \rho^\pi(s_t,a_t) - 1 \right] \tag{22}
\]

On the other hand, plugging the optimal discriminator \( D^\pi(s,a) = \frac{\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)}{\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a) + \rho^\pi(s,a)} \) \([33]\) into the AIRL \([1]\) policy objective, we get,

\[
\max_\pi E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \log D^\pi(s_t,a_t) - \log (1 - D^\pi(s_t,a_t)) \right] = E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \log \rho^{\text{exp}}(s_t,a_t) - \log \rho^\pi(s_t,a_t) \right] \tag{23}
\]

As can be seen, the right hand side of equation 23 matches that of equation 22 up to a constant \(^{10}\), meaning that AIRL is solving the Max-Ent IRL problem by minimizing the reverse KL divergence, \( \text{KL}(\rho^\pi(s,a)||\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)) \)!

D Simple Algebraic Manipulation

For our proof we will operate in the finite state-action space, as in the original work \([2]\). In this setting, cost functions can be represented as vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^{S \times A} \), and joint state-action distributions can be represented as vectors in \( [0,1]^{S \times A} \). Let \( f \) be the function defining some \( f \)-divergence. Given the expert for the task, we can define the following cost function regularizer,

\[
\psi_f(c) := E_{\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)} [f^*(c(s,a)) - c(s,a)] \tag{24}
\]

where \( f^* \) is the convex conjugate of \( f \). Given this choice, with simple algebraic manipulation done below in Section D.1 we have,

\[
\psi_f^*(\rho^\pi(s,a) - \rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)) = D_f(\rho^\pi(s,a)||\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)) \tag{25}
\]

\[
\text{RL} \circ \text{IRL}_{\psi(f^{\text{exp}})} = \arg \min_\pi -H^{\text{causal}}(\pi) + D_f(\rho^\pi(s,a)||\rho^{\text{exp}}(s,a)) \tag{26}
\]

Typically, the causal entropy term is considered a policy regularizer, and is weighted by \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \). Therefore, modulo the term \( H^{\text{causal}}(\pi) \), our derivations show that \( f \)-MAX, and by inheritance AIRL \([1]\), all fall under the cost-regularized Max-Ent IRL framework of \([2]\)!

\(^{10}\)In both settings of fixed finite horizon, and infinite horizon with constant probability of termination, the additional term resulting from the \(-1\) is a constant.
D.1 Algebraic Manipulation

\[ \psi^*_f (\rho^\pi(s, a) - \rho^{exp}(s, a)) \]
\[ = \sup_{c \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times A}} \left[ (\rho^\pi(s, a) - \rho^{exp}(s, a))^T c - \psi_f(c) \right] \tag{27} \]
\[ = \sup_{c \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times A}} \left[ \sum_{S \times A} (\rho^\pi(s, a) - \rho^{exp}(s, a)) \cdot c(s, a) \right. \]
\[ \left. - \sum_{S \times A} \rho^{exp}(s, a) \cdot (f^*(c(s, a)) - c(s, a)) \right] \tag{28} \]
\[ = \sup_{c \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times A}} \left[ \sum_{S \times A} [\rho^\pi(s, a) \cdot c(s, a) - \rho^{exp}(s, a) \cdot f^*(c(s, a))] \right] \tag{29} \]
\[ = \sup_{c \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times A}} \left[ \sum_{S \times A} [E_{\rho^\pi(s, a)}[c(s, a)] - E_{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}[f^*(c(s, a))]] \right] \tag{30} \]
\[ = \sup_{T_\omega \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times A}} \left[ E_{\rho^\pi(s, a)}[T_\omega(s, a)] - E_{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}[f^*(T_\omega(s, a))] \right] \tag{31} \]
\[ = D_f (\rho^\pi(s, a) || \rho^{exp}(s, a)) \tag{32} \]

To go from 32 to 33 we simply changed notation \( T_\omega(s, a) := c(s, a) \), and we can go from 33 to 34 because it is the exact same form as the variational characterization of \( f \)-divergences shown in equation B. Note that equation 33 suggests the same training procedure as described for \( f \)-MAX.

E The Problem with Forward KL

Let \( T_\omega^\pi \) denote the maximizer of equation 5 for a given policy \( \pi \). For the case of forward KL, drawing upon equations from [15] we have,

\[ u := \frac{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}{\rho^\pi(s, a)} \]
\[ f(u) := u \log u \]
\[ f^*(t) = \exp(t - 1) \]
\[ T_\omega^\pi = 1 + \log \frac{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}{\rho^\pi(s, a)} \tag{35} \]

Given this, the objective for the policy (equation 6) under the optimal \( T_\omega^\pi \) becomes,

\[ \max_{\pi} E_{T_\omega^\pi} \left[ \sum_t f^*(T_\omega^\pi(s_t, a_t)) \right] \tag{36} \]
\[ \propto E_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} \left[ f^*(T_\omega^\pi(s, a)) \right] \tag{37} \]
\[ = E_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} \left[ \exp \left( \left(1 + \log \frac{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}{\rho^\pi(s, a)} \right) - 1 \right) \right] \tag{38} \]
\[ = E_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} \left[ \frac{\rho^{exp}(s, a)}{\rho^\pi(s, a)} \right] \tag{39} \]
\[ = 1 \tag{40} \]

Hence, there is no signal to train the policy! \(^{11}\)

\(^{11}\)A similar result holds for the standard \( f \)-GAN formulation [15].
F  Derivation for FAIRL

Below we present the derivation for FAIRL. Recalling definitions,
\[ h(s, a) := \log D(s, a) - \log (1 - D(s, a)) \]  
\[ \tau(s, a) := \exp(h(s, a)) \cdot (-h(s, a)) \]  
and assuming the discriminator is optimal\(^{12}\), we have,
\[
E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \tau(s_t, a_t) \right] = E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \exp(h(s_t, a_t)) \cdot (-h(s_t, a_t)) \right] 
\]
\[
= E_{\tau \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_t \frac{\rho^{\exp}(s_t, a_t)}{\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)} \cdot \log \frac{\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)}{\rho^{\exp}(s_t, a_t)} \right] 
\]
\[
\propto E_{(s, a) \sim \rho^\pi(s, a)} \left[ \frac{\rho^{\exp}(s_t, a_t)}{\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)} \cdot \log \frac{\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)}{\rho^{\exp}(s_t, a_t)} \right] 
\]
\[
= E_{(s, a) \sim \rho^{\exp}(s, a)} \left[ \log \frac{\rho^\pi(s_t, a_t)}{\rho^{\exp}(s_t, a_t)} \right] 
\]
\[
= -KL(\rho^{\exp}(s, a) | | \rho^\pi(s, a)) \]  

G  Experimental Details for Hypotheses Evaluation

**Expert Policy**  To simulate access to expert demonstrations we train an expert policy using Soft-Actor-Critic (SAC) \(^{23}\), a state-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithm for continuous control. The expert policy consists of a 2-layer MLP with 256-dim layers, ReLU activations, and two output streams for the mean and the diagonal covariance of a Tanh(Normal(µ, σ)) distribution \(^{13}\). We use the default hyperparameter settings for training the expert.

**Evaluation Setup**  Using a trained expert policy, we generated 3 sets of expert demonstrations of that contain \{4, 16, 32\} trajectories. Starting from a random offset, each trajectory is subsampled by a factor of 20. This is standard protocol employed in prior direct methods for Max-Ent IRL \(^{2, 1}\). Also note that when generating demonstrations we sample from the expert’s action distribution rather than taking the mode. This way, since the expert was trained using Soft-Actor-Critic, the expert should correspond to the Max-Ent optimal policy for the reward function \(\frac{1}{\tau} r_g(s, a)\), where \(\tau\) is the SAC temperature used and \(r_g(s, a)\) is the ground-truth reward function. To compare the various learning-from-demonstration algorithms we train each method at each amount of expert demonstrations using 3 random seeds. For each seed, we checkpoint the model at its best validation loss\(^{14}\) throughout training. At the end of training, the resulting checkpoints are evaluated on 50 test episodes.

**Details for AIRL & FAIRL**  For AIRL and FAIRL, the student policy has an identical architecture to that of the expert, and the discriminator is a 2-layer MLP with 256-dim layers and Tanh activations. The logits of the discriminator is clipped to be with the range \([-10, 10]\). Gradient penalty is also used in the discriminator \(^{40}\). We normalize the observations from the environment by computing the mean and standard deviations of the expert demonstrations. The RL algorithm used for the student policies is SAC \(^{23}\), and the temperature parameter is tuned separately for AIRL & FAIRL. We believe the combination of clipped discriminator logits, and tuning the gradient penalty as well as the SAC temperature allowed for effective training of IRL policies.

**Details for BC**  For BC, we use an identical architecture as the expert. The model was fit using Maximum Likelihood Estimation\(^{15}\). As before, the observations from the environment are normalized using the mean and standard deviation of the expert demonstrations.

\(^{12}\)As a reminder, the optimal discriminator has the form, \(D(s, a) = \frac{\rho^{\exp}(s, a)}{\rho^\pi(s, a) + \rho^{\exp}(s, a)}\). A simple proof of which can be found in \([33]\).

\(^{13}\)This is the architecture presented in SAC \(^{23}\)

\(^{14}\)Average return on 10 test episodes

\(^{15}\)Recall that given a state, the output of the policy is a Tanh(Normal(µ, σ)) distribution
Details for DAgger  The DAgger algorithm was trained for 200 epochs. At the end of each epoch
the policy at that point is run for 8000 timesteps. The states observed through these rollouts are
labelled by the expert policy and added to the aggregate dataset.

H  State-Marginal Matching Experimental Details

H.1 Environments

Point-Mass  The point-mass environment we experiment with is a very simple environment im-
plemented in NumPy with 2-dimensional observation and action space. Each episode starts with the
agent initialized near the origin. At each timestep, the agent’s action is a 2-dimensional vector (with
magnitude of at most 1) and the agent’s location is displaced by that vector. For Infinity sign task
the horizon is 120 timesteps, and for the Spiral task the horizon is 480 steps.

Pusher Draw  For this experiment we use the Pusher environment found in OpenAI gym [13] and
remove the table and object. The agent is controlled by setting velocities at various joints. We also
increase the range of motion of the central joint to increase range of motion. Episode horizon is 500
timesteps.

Pusher Push  For this experiment we use the Pusher environment as found in OpenAI gym [13].
The agent is controlled by setting velocities at various joints. Episode horizon is the default 100
timesteps.

Fetch Push  For this experiment we use the Fetch Pick and Place environment found in OpenAI

gym [13]. The Fetch robot is a position controlled robot, meaning that at each timestep, the agent
outputs a bounded displacement vector for the gripper position. We modify the initial state distri-
bution to start the gripper at about the same height as the block at the center of the table. In each
episode the block is randomly initialized at \(0.08\) radius from the center of the table. We fix the

gripper height and make the action space be only operate on the \(x-y\) coordinate. Full model and

environment files will be released with code release. Episode horizon is 200 timesteps.

H.2 Models

As a note, we likely used excessively large models and our choices were somewhat arbitrary with
no attempt at tuning the architecture. It is very feasible that one can obtain similar performance with
much more compact model architectures.

Discriminator  In all experiments, the discriminator architecture is as follows. First the input is
linearly embedded into a 128-dim vector. This hidden state then passes through 6 resnet blocks of
128-dimensions; the residual path uses batch normalization and Tanh activation. The last hidden
state is then linearly embedded into a single-dimensional output, which is the logits of the discrimi-
nator. The logit is clipped to be within the range \([-10, 10]\).

Policy and SAC Models  For any given experiment the policy, Q, and V function had the same
architecture, with the only difference being 1) the input-output dimensions, and 2) the policy outputs
\(\text{Tanh}(\text{Normal}(\mu, \sigma))\) given a state. All models used relu activations. The dimensionality and
number of layer for each experiment were: Point-Mass (4 layers, 64 dim), Pusher (3 layers 128
dim), Fetch (3 layers, 256 dim).

H.3 Target Distributions

In this section we include the code (including parameters) used to generate the target distributions
for the various experiments.

Point-Mass  For the Point-Mass domain, target distributions are parameteric curves.

```python
import numpy as np
```
def infty(r, noise_scale, num_points):
    a = np.linspace(0.0, 2*np.pi, num=num_points, endpoint=True)
    X = r*(2**0.5)*np.cos(a) / (np.sin(a)**2 + 1)
    Y = X * np.sin(a)
    X += np.random.normal(scale=noise_scale, size=X.shape)
    Y += np.random.normal(scale=noise_scale, size=Y.shape)
    return X, Y

def spiral(num_rotations, radius, noise_scale, num_points):
    a = np.linspace(0.0, 2*np.pi*num_rotations, num=num_points, endpoint=True)
    r = np.linspace(0.0, radius, num=num_points, endpoint=True)
    X = r*np.cos(a)
    Y = r*np.sin(a)
    X += np.random.normal(scale=noise_scale, size=X.shape)
    Y += np.random.normal(scale=noise_scale, size=Y.shape)
    return X, Y

if __name__ == '__main__':
    X, Y = infty(12.0, 0.3, 4000)
    X, Y = spiral(2.0, 16.0, 0.3, 16000)

Pusher Draw  For the Pusher Draw task we ask the agent to trace a sinusoidal function on the surface of an imaginary cylinder.

import numpy as np
def pusher_sin_trace(noise, num_points):
    center = np.array([0.0, -0.6])
    amp = 0.3
    a = np.linspace(-np.pi, np.pi, num=num_points, endpoint=False)
    Z = amp*np.sin(2*(a+np.pi))
    r = np.random.uniform(0.7, 0.8, size=num_points)
    X = r*np.cos(a) + center[0]
    Y = r*np.sin(a) + center[1]
    return np.stack([X,Y,Z], axis=1)

if __name__ == '__main__':
    pusher_points = pusher_sin_trace(0.2, 8000)

Pusher Push  In the Pusher Push task — i.e. the original task designed in this environment Brockman et al. [13] — the agent must move its arm to the cylinder and push it to the target region. To examine whether we can guide policies using state-marginal matching we design the following target distribution over the joint arm tip $xyz$ position and the object $xy$ position (5-dimensional distribution). For a desired number of imaginary episodes we sample a position to initialize the cylinder at. We then sample points along the long connecting the initial arm tip coordinates to the object. Additionally, to encourage the policy to push the object to the target region. We sample many points from a Gaussian centered at the goal position.

import numpy as np
def pusher_to_obj_to_goal_gaussian_target(num_episodes):
    obj_Z = -0.275
    init_arm_pos = np.array([8.20999983e-01, -5.99903808e-01, -1.25506088e-04])
    target_pos = np.array([0.45, -0.05, obj_Z])
    all_samples = []
    for _ in range(num_episodes):
        arm_traj = []
        obj_traj = []
        # Further code for the task
init_obj_pos = np.array([0.45, -0.05, obj_Z])
while True:
cylinder_pos = np.concatenate([np.random.uniform(low=-0.2, high=0.2, size=1),
                               np.random.uniform(low=-0.3, high=0, size=1)])
    if np.linalg.norm(cylinder_pos - np.zeros(2)) > 0.17:
        break
init_obj_pos[:2] = cylinder_pos + target_pos[:2]

# move arm to object
w = np.linspace(0, 1, num=50, endpoint=True)[:, None]
arm_traj.append(w * init_obj_pos[None, :] + (1-w) * init_arm_pos[None, :])
obj_traj.append(np.repeat(init_obj_pos[None, :], 50, axis=0))

# gaussian from target center
target_region_pos = np.repeat(target_pos[None, :], 50, axis=0)
target_region_pos[:, :2] += np.random.normal(scale=0.02, size=(target_region_pos.shape[0], 2))
arm_traj.append(target_region_pos)
obj_traj.append(target_region_pos)

# put the samples together
arm_traj = np.concatenate(arm_traj, axis=0)
obj_traj = np.concatenate(obj_traj, axis=0)
target_traj = np.repeat(target_pos[None, :], arm_traj.shape[0], axis=0)
all_samples.append(np.concatenate([arm_traj, obj_traj[:, :2]], axis=1))

all_samples = np.concatenate(all_samples, axis=0)
return all_samples

if __name__ == '__main__':
pusher_points = pusher_to_obj_to_goal_gaussian_target(200)

Fetch Push  In this experiment our goal is to examine whether we can effectively explore a desired target region. To this end we draw a rectangular region contained within the table surface and uniformly sample $xy$ coordinates in this box and subtract a circular region about the initial state distribution. This forms the desired distribution over block positions. The full target distribution is a joint distribution between the gripper $xy$ coordinate and that of the object. The gripper positions is obtained by sampling from a circular region around object positions.

import numpy as np
def uniform_box_minus_middle(num_points):
    center = np.array([1.34196849, 0.74910081])
    X = np.random.uniform(center[0] - 0.2, center[0] + 0.15, size=num_points)
    Y = np.random.uniform(center[1] - 0.25, center[1] + 0.25, size=num_points)
obj_pos = np.stack([X, Y], axis=1)
dist = np.linalg.norm(obj_pos - center[None, :], axis=1)
obj_pos = obj_pos[dist > 0.08, :]
noise = np.random.normal(size=obj_pos.shape)
noise /= np.linalg.norm(noise, axis=1, keepdims=True)
noise *= np.random.uniform(low=0.04, high=0.06, size=noise.shape)
grip_pos = obj_pos + noise

data = np.concatenate([obj_pos, grip_pos], axis=1)
return data

if __name__ == '__main__':
data = uniform_box_minus_middle(10000)

I Hyperparameter Tuning

In this section we clarify our hyperparameter tuning process for AIRL and FAIRL. For both algorithms the hyperparameters to tune were 1) the Soft-Actor-Critic reward scale, and 2) the weight of the gradient penalty loss term. Our goal was to cover a wide range of benchmark domains (HalfCheetah, Ant, Walker, Hopper), with varying amounts of demonstrations (4, 16, 32), and using multiple random seeds (3 seeds). As a result, despite there being only two hyperparameters, performing a very fine hyperparameter search was unfortunately not possible for us. However, we would also like to emphasize that the gap between AIRL and FAIRL is substantially smaller than the consistent gap between BC and (A/F)IRL.

Our tuning process for the numbers reported in Table 2 was as follows. In initial experiments with the HalfCheetah domain we discovered that the optimal range of hyperparameters for AIRL and FAIRL differed greatly. As a result, for each domain (HalfCheetah, Ant, Walker, Hopper), at each amount of expert demonstrations (4, 16, 32), we performed a 4x4 grid search using 3 random seeds. The search grid for AIRL was

\[
\{\text{reward scale: [2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0]}, \ \text{grad pen weight: [2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0]}\}\]

and the search grid for FAIRL was

\[
\{\text{reward scale: [64.0, 128.0, 196.0, 256.0]}, \ \text{grad pen weight: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5]}\}\]

These grids were chosen based on initial experiments with the HalfCheetah domain. In each setting, the best hyperparameters found were used to evaluate performance.

In our experience, it can be more challenging to find the optimal range of hyperparameters for FAIRL, likely due to the discussions of Section 7. In the specific case of the Ant environment we performed a grid search over the two main hyperparameters: 1) the Soft-Actor-Critic reward scale, 2) The discriminator gradient penalty weight. As can be seen in 3, AIRL is less sensitive to these hyperparameters and obtains good performance for a wider range of hyperparameters. Note that due to the computational demand, each hyperparameter setting was run with a single random seed.

J Miscellaneous Notes

Sample-Based KL Estimates Recent investigations have demonstrated that sample-based estimates of lower bounds of KL divergence may significantly under-estimate the KL divergence \[41\]. In this work we instead took the approach of estimating density ratios using a discriminator, and plugging this estimate into desired divergence. To our knowledge formal bounds on the quality of these estimates have not been discussed in the literature.

On-Policy Training While State-Marginal-Matching (SMM) can be an interesting alternative to providing expert demonstrations, similar to IRL, SMM can be quite sample-inefficient due to the need for on-policy training. Investigations into off-policy IRL and SMM methods could lead to fruitful algorithms that may be applicable in a real-world setting.

Disconnected Modes in SMM In SMM, if the target distribution has disconnected modes it may be very hard for a policy to discover these modes and cover the full desired target distribution. In
IRL this problem does not occur since the target distribution is defined by a realizable policy (i.e. the expert policy).